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IDDEX for Hotels
IDDEX is a software solution that uses high speed passport/ID scanners to capture correct data from
documents and transfer them directly to hotel software.

All-in-one solution
for automated data entry
from scanned identity
documents into hotel PMS.

Within a few seconds, it
auto-populates guest profile
with data from passports, ID
cards and drivers' licenses.

Enables easy connection
of almost any passport/ID
scanner with over
100 Hotel PMS.

Used by thousands hotels
IDDEX is designed to help front office staff to easily identify guest, automate and speed-up check-in
process and digitalize guest records. Thousands of hotels globally already adopted passport/ID scanner as
a common standard and it is becoming an irreplaceable tool for automated data capture and document

authentication.

Insert

Scan

Insert passport, ID card or drivers license
into the scanner

Trigger the scan directly from the guest
profile. IDDEX will recognize document
type and extract the data from it.

4

steps
Autofill

Authenticate

The scanned data is autofilled into guest
profile. Return the guest’s document and
continue with the check-in

[OPTIONAL] System authenticates
scanned document and verifies it is
original or fake.
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Key benefits

CHECK-IN

ACCURACY

DIGITALIZING

Reduce guest check-in time
by using high speed
passport/ID scanners

Avoid typing errors and
get more accurate
guest data

Eliminate photocopying
and store digital images
if needed

LEGAL

HOSPITALITY

SECURITY

Comply with local
legislation and be in
line with GDPR

Focus valuable time to
personalize guest service
instead of typing data

Prevent unwanted
individuals and increase
security for your guests

Interfaces
IDDEX is used to read and transfer data from scanned
document to business applications. It does not contain
database and with interface to hotel software [PMS] it enables
automatic data transfer directly to guest profile.
Scanning process is started from hotel software which makes
data collection easy and painless process for front desk staff.
IDDEX API allows seamless and secure integration with any
software, no matter is it cloud or desktop-based solution.

100+
interfaces
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Document Readers
Thales Gemalto Document Readers supplied with AdriaScan IDDEX are designed to
efficiently execute various operations from a simple image capture to the most advanced
document authentication forensic tests.

FEATURES

QS2000

AT9000

CR5400

AT10K

PASSPORTS

✓

✓

x

✓

ID CARDS & DRIVER
LICENSES

✓

✓

✓

✓

IMAGE CAPTURE

✓

✓

✓

✓

BARCODE

✓

✓

✓

✓

MRZ

✓

✓

✓

✓

DOCUMENT
AUTHENTICATION

x

✓

✓

✓

USB CONNECTION

✓

✓

✓

✓

USB POWERED

✓

x

✓

X

RFID
[OPTIONAL]

✓

✓

✓

✓

SMART CARD
[OPTIONAL]

x

✓

✓

✓
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